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The value of automation

• Operational efficiencies and cost reduction

• Improvements in safety to deliver  
‘zero-harm’

• Reduction or upskilling of human capital

• Reduced impact from labour availability

• Positioning your business and brand more 
competitively
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Why keep pace with advances in technology?
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Three essential factors

Pallet quality

Robust 
equipment 
design & 

maintenance

Pallet 
handling 
practices

Collaborate to understand

Critical to quality

• Share and reuse model 

• Supply chain damage to pallets

• Material Handling Equipment (MHE) ‘stop –
lift – move’

• Design to accommodate pallet variation
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Robust equipment design & 
maintenance
Examples of good practices
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Robust equipment design: 
Chain conveyors

• Three chains to support the span

• Side guides on bearers

• Good guide ‘lead in’ 

• Close gap between sections

• Deck plates – counter sunk fasteners

• Outer chain span 1,020mm
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Robust equipment design: 
Roller conveyors

• Suited when boards are in direction of travel

• Turntable corner transfers

• Mechanical pallet stops on bearers

• Sensor positioning on bearers

• Adjust guides
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Robust equipment design: 
De-stacker and straightener

• Consistent pallet positioning at the start

• Robot Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) placement 
versus pallet position

• Side guides on all four faces

• Additional options

• Swing arms on air cylinders

• Pallet quality checking

• Loose board detection

• Reject at the infeed
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Overcoming challenges 
together 
Case studies
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Collaboration: Robot head 
crashing onto pallet

Challenge

• Narrow sensor controlling height

• Top deck board position variation

• Head crashing when sensor scanning at a gap

Solution

• Change sensor type to wider field

• Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) sequence 
recommended with sensor to detect a ‘dropped’ 
pallet
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Collaboration: Load cell 
reading error

Challenge

• Load cell displaying varying outputs

• Wheels intermittently contacting bottom boards

• Compromising Chain of Responsibility legislation

Solution

• Wheel position and pivot point

• Bearer end stop position

• Test pallets for assessment
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Collaboration: Product 
development

Challenge

• Existing base of produce bin not suitable for 
Automated Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS)

• Process was to ‘slave’ onto a timber pallet

Solution

• Collaboration, prototyping and running trials

• Outcome was a successful design

• ASRS compliant bin base
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Supply chain collaboration 
benefits

• Knowledge sharing

• Learning from unique experiences in the 
supply chain

• Not making the mistakes of the past

• Simplifying solutions

• Smoother commission of automation

• Reduced ongoing operational costs

• An efficient supply chain
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"Coming together is a beginning, 
staying together is progress, and 
working together is success."
Henry Ford
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Thank you.

If you’re looking to improve your 
supply chain, let’s talk. 

Visit us at stand G36 | 
www.CHEP.com

This presentation is and remains proprietary to CHEP.

The information contained in the presentation is confidential. The presentation, 
either in whole or in part, may not be reproduced or disclosed in any form or by any 
means, without our prior approval.

All information contained in the presentation is for guidance purposes only and 
should not be treated as definitive. Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to 
ensure that the information contained here is accurate and not misleading.

CHEP shall not be liable for any loss resulting from reliance placed on the 
information contained in this presentation. @CHEP_auCHEP 

Australia
CHEP Supply 
Chain Solutions
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